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ABSTRACT --,.  _
This study focus on Malaysian public listed companies!, viewing at the nature and role
of mission statement and the relationship between key components of mission
statement and firm performance. The study found that very few Malaysian companies
concern on disclosing their mission statement. However, the disclosed mission
statements contained almost all the key components that have been addressed in the
literature. Besides that, the study also shows a consistent result with the previous
study in term of ranking of key components by degree of important. Further, it was
found that some of the key components are related to one or two companies’ financial
performance indicators. This study also reveals, to some extent, that companies who
disclose their mission statements are significantly difference than those who do not, in
terms  of financial performance. Such situation was seemed to be in congruence with
the signaling theory.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Mission statements have increasingly become popular business tool among companies
in explaining their respective business mission and purpose clearly. This popularity is
mainly due to the needs of businesses to develop realistic business objectives and
strategies that can be achieved within their capacity.
The current trend shows that. a number of companies published their mission
statement. According to Bart (1998) mission statement is an enduring statement of
purpose that reveals an organization’s product or service, markets, customers and
philosophy. With some exceptions, companies create, post, rely upon, and defend this
document of stated beliefs if ever debated. However, in practice each company may

















